STRUCTURING Chapter IV

Description of the structuring principles applied to ChIV
legislation prior to integration in the database SAM.
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1.

Introduction

This document describes how the Chapter IV legislation text has been prepared in order to be integrated
in the Authentic Source of Medicines SAM, based on several principles and assumptions. It is adviced to
read this document thoroughly since these principles and assumptions have an impact on how the
information should or can be processed.

2.

Structuring Chapter IV

The legislation texts of the Royal Decree Chapter IV form the basis for the reimbursement requests made
by the prescriber. The integration of these texts into the database implied their structuring without the
content being altered, in order to be reconstructed in their original form.
This non-semantic treatment of the paragraph texts is described in following chapters.

2.1

Splitting text into verses

The texts were split into indentions (“verses”) based on indentation and punctuation marks.
1. each verse gets a sequence number according to the sequence of the text parts (NumSeq), starting
by 1.
2. each verse gets the sequence number of the parent verse (ParentSeq). The paragraph number which
constitues the title of the paragraph and thus the highest level, gets number 0 since there is no parent.
3. each verse gets a number, indicating the hierarchical level within the paragraph (Level), starting at 1
and incremented by decreasing level text.
4. verses holding a selection criterium are tagged (Checkbox)
5. indicate minimum number of choices to be made on the underlying level (Min)
The paragraph title (which is the paragraph number) always gets the code 101, i.e. sequence “1”, parent
“0”, level “1”.
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Example:

Figure 1: ENGERIX-B, HBVAXPRO

In figure 1 the paragraph is split into 14 verses.
Based on content and punctuation (a, b, c,..), three hierarchical levels are distinguished, starting by level 1
for the paragraph number.
The parent level is indicated by assigning the sequence number of the parent text to the verse. E.g. the
verses preceded by a) to j) get parent number 2 since they are all underneath the verse with sequence
number 2.
The rule applies as follows: Parent of a verse = level of the verse minus 1.
The information on the indication or the patient’s situation which should be indicated to justify the
reimbursement request, is marked with a “Y”. This represents the presence of a checkbox or a choice to
be made by the physician.
“1” in column ‘Min’ indicates that only one of the checkboxes have to be checked. This number is placed
on the level just above the level holding the choices, i.e. the parent level, and should be read as: “1
choice to be made within level 3”.
The paragraph numbers, sequence numbers, parents, checkboxes and number of choices are essential if
one wants to:
-

display the texts in the appropriate order (sequence number)
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-

improve the legibility of the texts using indentation (based on the levels)

-

check upon the choices made by the physician (level, parent, checkbox and number of choices)

-

create a unique identifier to the selected verses (paragraph number + sequence number)

Figure 2: possible display of text

2.2

Splitting and coding of text: principles

1. no changes are applied to the content or sequence of the original text.
2. checkboxen are applied only where the text refers explicitly to choices concerning the medical
condition or features of the patient, indications and/or symptoms, former treatments etc.. Formal and
administrative conditions which always have to be met, are never subject to choice.
3. the formalization of text content in separate fields in the database, such as conditions with regard to
age or gender of the patient, posology, duration of the agreement, additional reports etc… only applies
where these conditions are clearly and unambiguously stipulated in the legislation. If the indication is
breast cancer, and there is no explicit requirement that the patient should be a woman, this will not be
stored as such in the database.
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4. maximum information through minimum input: if checkboxes are only provided on the lowest verse
levels, checking these checkboxes represents an implicite choice of the parents of these chosen
verses.
a)

all paragraphs except one offer choices of the “exclusive OR” type, meaning that one chooses
a or b or c.

b)

only the minimum number of choices is indicated, e.g. minimum 2 choices out of 5 need to
made.

c)

if all conditions have to be met simultaneously, the physician does not need to check them all.

d)

if a paragraph is dedicated exclusively to 1 condition or indication, no choice has to be
checked. The reimbursement request based on the paragraph holds an implicit choice for the
indication described in this paragraph.

e)

if there is a combination of ‘OR’ within ‘AND’ or vice versa, the rule applies that a choice only
has to made from the ‘OR’. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this.

Figure 3: OR within AND
In figure 3, conditions A and B have to be met (‘AND’), but within B there a 2 options (‘OR’).
we only placed checkboxes on the lowest choice level, verse 1) and 2). The parent of this
level is B, thus choosing either 1) or 2) is also an implicit choice B.

Figure 4: AND within OR
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In figure 4 the choice is A or B (‘OR’), but option A contains 2 additional conditions to be met
(‘AND’). In this example 2 checkboxes for A and B will sufffice. Choice ‘A’ implies that
conditions 1) and 2) are met as well.

5. We assume that physician will continue to read the legislation text. We placed checkboxes to indicate

where choices have to made. The structuring in verses and indication of text levels and parents will
allow a more legible display of the text. The number of choices is however mentioned in the text itself
and should be interpreted by the physician.
In some cases this mention of number of choices is explicit, e.g. in paragraph 2290300:
“De specialiteit wordt enkel vergoed als aangetoond wordt dat ze toegediend wordt
voor de behandeling van osteoporose bij een man bij wie ten minste twee van de drie
volgende risicofactoren aanwezig zijn :”
“La spécialité ne fait l’objet d’un remboursement que s’il est démontré qu’elle est
administrée pour le traitement de l’ostéoporose chez un homme chez lequel au moins
deux des trois facteurs de risques suivants sont présents:

In other cases this mention is implicit, e.g. in paragraph 2560100: under a) at least 1 choice should be
made, but in addition to this, at least one condition, either 1) or 2) has to be checked.
“a) De specialiteit wordt slechts vergoed, in categorie A voor de orale vormen en in
categorie B voor de par enterale vormen, als ze wordt toegediend voor de behandeling
van ernstig immunogecompromitteerde patiënten die:
- of
- of
- of
en die bovendien een van de volgende infecties vertonen:
1) …
2) …”
“a) La spécialité ne fait l’objet d’un remboursement, en catégorie A pour les formes
orales, et en catégorie B pour les formes parentérales, que si elle est administrée pour
le traitement de patients dont l’immunité est gravement compromise suite à:
- soit
- soit
- soit
et qui présentent en plus une des infections suivantes :
1) …
2) …”

6. The datamodel to Chapter IV has been designed based on the general structure of the chapter. The

legislation text is mainly descriptive and often ambiguous and inconsistent. Therefore not all
information could (yet) be structured.
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2.3

Examples

a) only 1 condition or indication : no choice

Figure 5: FEMARA
→ no choice has to be made in this case (Min = 0)

b) multiple conditions 'exclusive or' : 1 choice

Figure 6: TASMAR
→ 1 choice to be made (Min = 1) from the checkboxes (Y) on the level below (level 3)
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c) minimum number of conditions : min. number to choose from (CREON, CREON
FORTE)

Figure 7: CREON, CREON FORTE

→ 2 choices to be made (Min = 2) from checkboxes (Y) at level 3
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d) all conditions to be met simultaneously : no choice needed (RILATINE)

Figure 8: RILATINE

→ all conditions at level 3 have to be met, thus no need for checkboxes (Min = 0)
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e) 'OR' within 'AND' and vice versa: only choices type 'or'

Figure 9: PROVIGIL

→ conditions a) to e) have to be met; only option b) requires a choice (Min = 2), thus checkboxes
are only provided under b).
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f) Additional choices within an already made choice

Figure 10: CANCIDAS

→ if option a) is chosen, the numbers indicate where an additional choice needs to be made.

g) Example
Paragraph 2560100 (VFEND) containing the following original text:

Figure 11: paragraph 2560100
After structuring as described above, we get the result as shown in figure 12.

Structuring ChIV
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Figure 12: paragraph 2560100 after structuring
This example reads as follows: Two choices to be made at level 2, more specifically:
- 1 choice at level 3 (sequence numbers 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7)
AND
1 choice at level 3 (numbers 9 or 14)
OR 1 choice at level 4 (numbers 11,12 or 13)

In extenso:
Two choices to be made at level 2. There are 4 verses at this level, but lines 15 and 16 are no option since
there are neither checkboxes nor references to choices at lower levels.
The 2 choices at level 2 are split into 1 choice at level 3 (delineated by a decrease of level at line 8) and 1
choice at level 3. The first choice has to be made from lines 3 to 7. The second choice at level 2 is
redirected to level 3 (i.e. lines 9 or 14). If one however wants to choose line 10, he is redirected again to a
choice at level 4 (i.e. lines 11 to 14).

Figure 13: possible display of text (Dutch)

Figure 14: possible display of text (French)

